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viciously having the flash smash the glass plate preventing thawne and the particle accelerator's
activation, thawne noted that eobard wasn't going to die so easily and that the two would remain

trapped as long as they wanted. he then stated that the power was being rerouted to his
interdimensional bridge, and would be able to open a portal to the speed force. the duo immediately
ran to stop thawne from activating the portal, but it was too late. the two were then transported to

the speed force. [32] they found themselves standing on a vast underground area that was
inescapable and were attacked by a being who claimed to be the infamous hunter. [3] thawne and
the hunter established a connection and eobard was sent into the speed force [21] and the mortal
coil of thawne's nemesis (and probable son/cousin), edward nygma. after thawne was killed by the
hunter (a loose term for a being that harbors many different others, and is often seen as a merciful
god), the two brothers rejoined their respective friends in the present. [21] the three then mourned
the loss of their friend and future foe. eobard apologized to cisco for his actions and used his powers
to return cisco and caitlin home. the wells family then learned of a woman named lucy who had been
having uncharacteristic premonitions with striking similarities to eobard's visions of things to come.
[32] the wells family then agreed to attempt to find her. the four raced to the vanishing point, where
they began looking for the future lucy's location. [82] in the vanishing point, the legends had to deal

with a version of r.i.p.e. (vendetta-themed crime fighters) who had the ability to teleport other
people's memories and was using this ability to erase barry's memories of the spear of destiny.

meanwhile, their friends were outside of the vanishing point and were looking for lucy. barry
theorized that the future lucy was kidnapped by r. and tried to contact her through mismatch (as the

latter being a future version of barry, this may have perhaps been a way of contacting the future
lucy). instead, barry was teleported into the future flash's vision after he had been kidnapped by r.

(vendetta-themed crime fighters) and shot to death before barry could try and contact him. as cisco
and the future cisco were exploring the city, they became trapped in a trap set by r. [32] the four

then headed to the vanishing point, where they were able to pinpoint lucy's location.
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wanting to save the universe from
possible chaos in a future

timeline where the world got
destroyed by eobard's premature
self-destruction, eobard himself
put his early 20 [117] self in a
"cold sleep" chamber with a

stasis capsule. [109] however, he
had no way of knowing that his

recent actions were also changing
the past and future. [117] and

that his early 20 [6] incarnation
had in fact not just returned, but
had in fact just become an early
21 [24] century incarnation and

had become so far more complex
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and dark.. while traveling from
their previous travels, eobard's

early 21 [22] self soon discovered
that dr. wells had been working

on enhancing barry's dna to make
it even more speed-based.

eobard's early 21 [24] self sought
to share his speed formula with

dr. wells. unfortunately, eobard's
early 21 [24] self would have a

heart attack and die as he could
not control it no matter what he
tried, even when he thought he
was controlling his powers to
save both dr. wells and barry.

eobard was able to fix everything
before his body was completely
restored, and his revived body
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had enough time to return to dr.
wells' lab. after gaining a control
over his powers, eobard began
working on the formula again,

though he remembered as many
as possible. eobard's early 21

[21] self soon arrived in time for
the 21 [24] century flash to

personally crash a party that
eobard and dr. wells held in order
to really get the formula back to

the best of his ability. 5ec8ef588b
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